ADDENDUM NO. 1

The following modifications were made to the Water Use and Development Plan to address comments received through the public hearings held on August 3 and 4, 2011 by the Commission on Water Resource Management.

Page 1-17, Figure 1-6: Note added

Page 1-44, Table 1-10, 2nd data row: Data in first 4 columns revised

Page 801-41, Figure 801-9a: Arrows revised

Page 801-45, Figure 801-9b: Arrows revised

Page 803-28, Figure 803-9: Arrows revised

Page 804-26, Figure 804-9: Arrows revised

Page 809-23, Table 809-10, 1st data row: Data in first column revised

Page 809-23, Section 809.3.6.4, 2nd paragraph: Deleted and replaced with new paragraph

Page 809-43, Section 809.5.2.1.1.1, 2nd paragraph: Revised

Page 809-46, Section 809.5.3: New paragraph added after 1st paragraph